Let r be a torsion-free geometrically finite Kleinian group. In this paper, we investigate which systems of loxodromic conjugacy classes of P can be simultaneously made parabolic in a group on the boundary of the quasi-conformal deformation space of T. We shall prove that for this, it is sufficient that the classes of the system are represented by disjoint primitive simple closed curves on the ideal boundary of H'/T.
Introduction
Let F be a finitely generated Kleinian group. Let Q r be the region of discontinuity of F in Slo. Then, by the Ahlfors finiteness theorem, fi r /F is a finite union of Riemann surfaces of finite type. Let QH 0 (T) denote the quasi-conformal deformation space of F. Maskit investigated in [15] which systems of loxodromic conjugacy classes of F can simultaneously be made parabolic in a group on the boundary of QH 0 (F). He proved there that a system of disjoint primitive simple loxodromic boundary conjugacy classes in F (i.e. distinct primitive loxodromic elements which are represented by disjoint simple closed curves on Q r /F) can simultaneously be made parabolic when F is a geometrically finite function group. On the other hand, in Ohshika [23] , we studied the same problem in the case when F is a geometrically tame Kleinian group which satisfies the condition (*) introduced by Bonahon in [4] . (The condition (*) is equivalent to the indecomposability with respect to free product for Kleinian groups without parabolic elements.) In this paper, we shall study the same problem for general (torsion-free) geometrically finite groups (which may not satisfy the condition (#)). We shall prove that the condition for loxodromic conjugacy classes of F that they are primitive and represented by disjoint simple closed curves on fi r /F is sufficient to be made parabolic in a group on the boundary of QH 0 (T) also for general geometrically finite groups. The precise statement is as follows.
additional parabolic classes, and such that the homotopy equivalence <j>: H 3 / F -»• H 3 /G is homotopic to a homeomorphism.
The terms "primitive" and "additional parabolic" will be defined in Section 2. The key step of the proof of Theorem 5.1 is to prove sequences of quasi-conformal deformations satisfying certain conditions converge in AH(T). This will be proved by applying Thurston's convergence theorem after proving that the given system of simple closed curves can be extended to one having a property which enables us to apply Thurston's theorem.
We have an alternative proof of Theorem 5.1 depending on the results of [15] and [23] which will not appear in this paper. However, our method in this paper has a merit that it is independent of the results in [15] and [23] except when F is a Schottky group of rank 2.
Furthermore, Theorem 5.1 can also be proved using Thurston's uniformization theorem and the hyperbolic Dehn surgery theorem instead of Thurston's convergence theorem which we shall make use of in this paper. Compared to this approach, our way to prove Theorem 5.1 has an advantage that we can construct explicitly, by determining the conformal structure at infinity, a sequence converging to the Kleinian group as we want.
Naturally we can ask whether the condition in our theorem is also necessary. To our knowledge, the full solution has not yet been given. A partial solution which deals with the case when m, the number of conjugacy classes in the system, is equal to 1, is given in [25] .
Finally, the author would like to express his gratitude to the referee for his/her valuable comments on the original manuscript.
Preliminaries
A Kleinian group is a discrete subgroup of PSL 2 C. In this paper we always assume that Kleinian groups are finitely generated and torsion free. A Kleinian group F acts on Si, by conformal automorphisms and on the hyperbolic space H 3 by isometries, where S^, is the sphere at infinity of the Poincare model of the hyperbolic space. The limit set A r in S^, is the closure of the set of fixed points (in S^,) of elements (with infinite order) of F. The symbol Q r denotes the region of discontinuity of F which is the complement of the limit set of F in S^,. The Kleinian group F acts on H 3 U ft r properly discontinuously. By the Ahlfors finiteness theorem ( [2] ), the quotient Q r / r is a (possibly disconnected) Riemann surface of finite type. On the other hand, H 3 /F is a complete hyperbolic 3-manifold. The quotient 3-manifold (H 3 U Q r )/F is called the Kleinian manifold associated with F. /1 1 \ An element of PSL 2 C which is conjugate to the matrix I _ . J is called parabolic.
An element of PSL 2 C is parabolic if and only if it is not the identity and the absolute value of the trace is equal to 2. (Note that although the trace has the ambiguity of sign for elements in PSL 2 C, its absolute value is well-defined.) On the other hand, an element which is conjugate to a diagonal matrix I _ i-i )» where |A| > 1, is called loxodromic. Any non-trivial element of a torsion-free Kleinian group is either loxodromic or parabolic. By Margulis' lemma, there exists a constant e > 0 such that, for any hyperbolic 3-manifold, the set of points where the injectivity radius is less than e/2 is a disjoint union of two kinds of open sets, one of which is called a Margulis tube, and the other a cusp neighbourhood. A Margulis tube is a tubular neighbourhood of a closed geodesic shorter than £. A cusp neighbourhood, (which is also called simply a cusp), is isometric to the quotient of the subset {(x, y, z)\z > K} in the upper half space model of the hyperbolic space by either an infinite cyclic group or an abelian group of rank 2 consisting of parabolic isometries fixing the point at infinity oo.
Maximal parabolic subgroups of F are isomorphic to either Z or Z x Z. Each conjugacy class of a maximal parabolic subgroup corresponds to a cusp of M = H 3 /I\ For e > 0, the £-cusp neighbourhood corresponding to a maximal parabolic group P is the set consisting of points x e M for which there exist elements of P translating x at distance less than e. Margulis' lemma quoted above claims in particular that if we take a sufficiently small e, then the £-cusp neighbourhoods corresponding to distinct conjugacy classes of maximal parabolic groups are disjoint. We fix such an e and let M o be the complement of the union of the £-cusp neighbourhoods in M.
For a Kleinian group F and M = H 3 /F, the set of homotopic hyperbolic structures preserving cusps in M is denoted by H{M) or H(T). It is the set consisting of equivalence classes of pairs (G, <f>) where G is a Kleinian group and <j> is a homotopy equivalence from M to H 3 /G which maps cusps to cusps. The homotopy equivalences between M and H 3 /G correspond bijectively to the isomorphisms from F to G. We use the same symbol as that of a homotopy equivalence to denote the corresponding isomorphism. The condition that a homotopy equivalence (f> maps cusps to cusps is equivalent to one that the isomorphism from F to G induced by <f> takes parabolic elements of F to parabolic elements of G. Two pairs (G,, <£,) and (G 2 , <f> 2 ) are regarded as equivalent when the homotopy equivalence <j> 2 o 0|~' is homotopic to an isometry from H 3 /G, to H 3 /G 2 , where fc* denotes a homotopy inverse of <j> t . Hence the set H(M) can be identified with the set of all faithful discrete representations of 7i,(M) to PSLjC preserving the parabolicity modulo conjugacy in PSL 2 C. We can endow H(M) with the topology induced from the topology of the representation space. We call it the algebraic topology, and AH(M) or AH(T) denotes the space H(M) with the algebraic topology. By Jergensen's theorem ( [12] ), the space AH(T) is closed in the space of representations of F into PSL 2 C modulo conjugacy.
The space of quasi-conformal deformations of F modulo conjugacy is denoted by QH 0 (T). The set QH 0 (T) can be regarded as a subset of AH(T). We endow QH 0 (T) with the topology induced from AH(T). The closure of QH 0 
(T) in AH(F) is denoted by QH 0 (T).
For a hyperbolic 3-manifold M = H 3 /F, the convex core of M denoted by C(M) is the minimal convex hyperbolic submanifold of M which is a deformation retract of M. A Kleinian group F is said to be geometrically finite when it is finitely generated and C(H 3 /F) has finite volume. Let M be a 3-manifold with finitely generated fundamental group. A compact 3-submanifold of M whose inclusion to M is a homotopy equivalence -is called a core of M. Peter Scott proved in [26] that for any 3-manifold with finitely generated fundamental group, a core exists. If M is irreducible and the fundamental group of M is indecomposable with respect to free products, then its core is unique up to ambient isotopy. (This follows from the fact that in such a manifold, a core is boundary-irreducible, and homotopic incompressible surfaces are ambient isotopic. Refer also to [20] .) When M has a non-empty boundary of finitely many components, all of whose fundamental groups are finitely generated, a core C such that the inclusion of (C, C n 3M) into (M, BM) is a homotopy equivalence as pairs, can be chosen as is shown in McCullough [18] .
For a compact 3-manifold N with boundary, an embedded torus is said to be essential if it is incompressible and not homotopic to a map into dN. Similarly, a properly embedded annulus (A, dA) c (N, dN) is said to be essential if it is incompressible and cannot be homotoped to a map into dN. A compact 3-manifold JV is said to be atoroidal if it contains no essential tori. For a Kleinian group F, it is known that (H 3 /F) o is atoroidal. Likewise, any essential torus in H 3 /F is homotopic into a cusp neighbourhood corresponding to a maximal parabolic group isomorphic to Z x Z. Because of this property, we also say that H 3 /F or H 3 /F is "atoroidal" by slightly abusing the term defined as above.
A pair (M, P), where M is a compact irreducible manifold and P is a union incompressible tori and annuli on 3M, is called a pared manifold if (1) every non-cyclic abelian subgroup in 7t,(M) is conjugate to a subgroup of the fundamental group of a torus component of P, and (2) there is no essential annulus whose boundary is contained in P. This notion of pared manifold is due to Thurston. Refer to [34] Suppose that A is homotopic into the boundary of M preserving the boundary, which means that A' is homotopic to the annulus neighbourhood
by definition, the two annuli A and A' must be homotopic relatively to the boundary then. This cannot happen since we assumed p > 2. Thus we have proved that A" is essential (or one says non-degenerate in some references).
By the annulus theorem proved in Jaco-Shalen [11] , there exists an essential embedded annulus B such that 3B = dA". This means that c does not satisfy the condition, and the proof of the "if" part is completed.
•
We can further prove the following corollary by refining the proof of the lemma above a little. Proof. We have proved that an embedded annulus B as in the statement exists in the proof of Lemma 3.1. We shall prove that B cuts off a solid torus from H 3 /T. Recall that dB bounds an annulus Bf on n r / r , which is a neighbourhood of c. Since W]Y is atoroidal and c represents a loxodromic class, the torus BUB 1 must bound a solid torus in W/T. This completes the proof.
Extending a system of simple closed curves
In this section, we shall prove the following proposition which will be used to prove Theorem 5.1. Proof. By enlarging y,,..., y m , we can construct a family of simple closed curves y j , . . . , y°n each of which lies on either Q r / r D M o or an annulus component of FrM 0 satisfying the two conditions (1), (2) in the proposition i.e., such that y° = y y for j= \,...,m and each non-torus component of 8Af 0 -U" =1 y? is homeomorphic to a thrice-punctured sphere. Let y{,..., y\ be a family of simple closed curves satisfying the conditions (1), (2) such that the number of simple closed curves in the family which are null-homotopic in M o is minimal among such families. We shall construct y, y n starting from this family y|,..., y\ and modifying it step by step.
First, let us prove that there is no simple closed curve in {yj,...,yj} which is null-homotopic in Af 0 by contradiction. Suppose that there exists some yj which is null-homo topic in M o . Then yj bounds a compressing disc A in Af 0 by the loop theorem (which is due to Stallings [28] .) Let P be the component of 3M 0 -U# t y ; ! containing y[. Then P is homeomorphic to either a once-punctured torus or a fourtime-punctured sphere.
Suppose first that P is homeomorphic to a once-punctured torus. Let 5 be an essential simple closed curve in P such that i(8, yj) = l. (We use the symbol i for denoting the geometric intersection number from now on, i.e., for closed curves a, /? on a surface, the symbol i(a, /?) denotes the minimal number of intersections between a and a closed curve freely homotopic to /?, which we can express as min te? #{anb}.) Then 5 represents a homologically non-trivial element of n t (M) by the Poincare duality theorem. By replacing y[ by S, we can reduce the number of simple closed curves in the family which are null-homotopic in M o . (Note that yj is not one of y,,..., y m as it is null-homotopic in M o .) This contradicts our choice of yj,..., yj.
Next suppose that P is homeomorphic to a four-times-punctured sphere. Let 5 be an essential simple closed curve in P such that i(<5, y{) = 2. If 5 is essential in M o , by replacing y[ with <5, we get a contradiction as before. Suppose that 5 is also null-homotopic, hence bounds a compression disc D. By a standard cut-and-paste technique (refer for instance to Jaco [10] ), we can assume that D n A consists of only one arc dividing D into Z), and D 2 , and A into A, and A 2 . Then by pasting D a and A p for a, fi = 1,2, we can see that each component of FrP bounds a compression disc. To sum up, if yj is null-homotopic in M o , it must be contained in a component P of 3M 0 -U /5tt yj which is homeomorphic to a four-timespunctured sphere, and all the simple closed curves in {yj yj} which are the frontier components of P must bound compression discs.
Let S be a component of 3M 0 on which y[ as above lies. By the argument in the last paragraph, each simple closed curve in {yj,..., yj} which lies on S must be contained in a sphere with four holes all of whose boundary components are in {yj,..., yj} and null-homotopic in M o . This is possible only when all the simple closed curves on S that are contained in {yj,...,yi} bound compression discs. In particular, since yj,...,yj, do not bound compressing discs, none of them lie on S. On the other hand, it is clear that we can choose simple closed curves on S at least one of which is essential in M o and whose complement is a disjoint union of thrice-punctured spheres. By replacing the simple closed curves in the family y|,.. . ,yj on S with these simple closed curves, we can reduce the number of null-homotopic simple closed curves in the family, and get a contradiction. Thus we have proved that no simple closed curves in yj,..., yj, are null-homotopic in M o .
Next we shall show that we can arrange yj,..., y\ so that if
)]' for some k ± I, then we should have p = q = 0, by replacing y) for ; > m. Before that, let us prove that we can arrange yj y\ so that they should represent different conjugacy classes of 7i,(Af) no matter which orientation we choose for them. In other words, we can arrange them so that no two of yj,..., y\ are freely homotopic in M o . Suppose that some y[ and yj with fe ^ / represent the same conjugacy class of 7t,(Af) after choosing appropriate orientations.
As y{ y x m represent different conjugacy classes, we can assume that k > m. For y[, define P and 8 as before. (Recall that there are two possibilities; P is homeomorphic to either a once-punctured torus or a four-times-punctured sphere.) If none of the yj's (7 = 1 n;j ^ k) represent the same element as the one which 8 represents (after choosing an appropriate orientation), and 8 is essential in M o , we can replace y\ by 8 and reduce the number of the pairs which represent a common conjugacy class of T.
Suppose that there exists y\, (V ^ k) which represents the same conjugacy class of F as the one which 8 represents. Then by the generalized Dehn's lemma in ShapiroWhitehead [27] , there exist properly embedded essential annuli A and A' in M o such that dA = y[ U yj, and dA' = 8 U y\,. We can assume that A and A' intersect transversely. If / = I', we isotope dA' slightly so that the boundary component of A' corresponding to y, 1 , and that of A corresponding to yj are disjoint. Then since the boundary components of A and A' corresponding to y, 1 and y\, respectively are disjoint anyway, and BA and dA cannot be disjoint, there must be an arc a in AHA' such that 3a c y[ n 8. This is impossible if P is homeomorphic to a once-punctured torus. Hence we can assume that P is homeomorphic to a four-times-punctured sphere. Furthermore as i(8, y) = 2 in this case, we have 3a = 6 n y[. Since both the points of 3a are on the same component of dA and dA', the arc a bounds outermost semi-discs A and A' respectively in A and A' relatively to dA and dA' respectively. By a well-known cut-andpaste technique, we can assume that IntA n IntA' = 0. Then A U A' is isotopic to a disc bounded by some component of FrP. This contradicts the fact that none of the yj's bound a compression disc.
Next suppose that 8 is null-homotopic in M o . Then 8 bounds a compression disc D in M o . We can assume that D and A meet each other transversely. If P is homeomorphic to a once-punctured torus, 3D n dA consists of one point. However, this cannot happen because then, the two components of dA, which are obviously homologous in M o , would have distinct algebraic intersection numbers with 8. If P is homeomorphic to a four-times-punctured sphere, we have i (3D, dA) is essential in P because of the minimality of the intersection between dA and dA', and bounds a singular disc in M o . Therefore, by the loop theorem, there exists an essential simple closed curve c in P which bounds a compression disc in M o . It follows that when P is homeomorphic to a four-times-punctured sphere, either some component of FrP bounds a disc or some two components of FrP are homotopic in M o , which contradicts the fact that none of y\,..., yj bound discs and no two simple closed curves of yj,..., y], are homotopic. When P is homeomorphic to a once-punctured torus, there must be a disc D whose boundary is a simple closed curve in P which is essential relative to FrP. Then /(D, Kyi)]') # 0, where / denotes the algebraic intersection number. (Note that the algebraic intersection number depends only on the homology class, hence we need not care about the choice of a representative in a conjugacy class.) On the other hand, as yj is disjoint from P, we have /(D, [(yj)]') = 0, and it is a contradiction.
If 8 is null-homotopic in M o , a similar argument can be applied for a disc D bounded by 8 and the annulus A instead of A and A' in the above, and by the same argument, we get a contradiction. Therefore we can reduce the number of pairs in yj,..., y Finally, let us prove that we can arrange y j , . . . , y\ so that each y) which is not in the original family y x ,...,y m represents a loxodromic class. Since a core curve of each annulus component of FrM 0 is contained in the original family, by the condition (3), if some y) represents a parabolic class, it must be freely homotopic to a closed curve k on a torus component of FrM 0 .
Consider P c 3M 0 which contains y) in its interior and a simple closed curve 8 C P as before. Then by the same argument as before, we can prove that 8 must be essential in M o , and that no non-trivial power of 8 is freely homotopic to a power of yj with i ^j. Therefore if 8 represents a loxodromic element we can simply replace y) with 8 and reduce the number of curves in yj,..., y\ representing a parabolic class preserving the conditions (l)- (3) . Furthermore by considering annuli in a way similar to the preceding argument, we can prove that even if 8 also represent a parabolic class, it is impossible that y) and 8 are homotopic to closed curves in distinct torus components of FrM 0 .
Thus the only case that we have to consider is when there are two closed curves k, I on a torus component of FrM 0 such that y) is freely homotopic to k and 8 to /. We can consider annuli realizing free homotopy from y] to k, and from 8 to /, and by the argument as before using the property that no components of FrP are null-homotopic in M o , we can see that k and / must intersect essentially, and that the annuli must meet each other at an arc a which connects the two boundary components of them. Take a base point x on P n a and consider the elements K, A of ^(MQ, X) represented by aka~l and ala~l respectively. Then K is also represented by the loop y) and X by 8. The elements K and A commute in 7r,(M 0 ) because k and / lies on the same torus. This implies that Jii(P) does not inject into 7t,(M 0 ).
It follows by the loop theorem that there exists either a component of FrP which is null-homotopic in M o , or a simple closed curve 8' on P which is null-homotopic in M o and intersects y) essentially. The former cannot exist because none of y\,...,y\ are null-homotopic in M o . In the latter case, we can apply the argument as before considering the intersection between a compression disc bounded by 8' and a singular annulus bounded by y) and k, and get a contradiction.
Thus we have proved that the simple closed curve 8 must represent a loxodromic class. By replacing all the curves in {yj y\)\{y\, • • • ,y m ] that represent a parabolic class with curves representing loxodromic class by this fashion, we get a family which satisfies all the conditions (l)- (4). This completes the proof.
Construction of the limit group
The following is our main theorem whose proof we shall complete in this section. To prove Theorem 5.1, we need to make use of the following convergence theorem proved by Thurston in [34] .
Theorem 5.2 (Thurston). Let (N, X) be a pair of a compact 3-manifold whose interior admits a hyperbolic metric and a collection of simple closed curves on the boundary. Suppose that the following three conditions hold.
(1) There is no embedded essential annulus in N whose boundary lies on dN -X.
(2) Any compression disc for N intersects X at no more than two points.
(3) Each maximal abelian subgroup of iti(8N -X) is mapped to a maximal abelian subgroup ofn x (N) by the homomorphism induced from the inclusion. (We say that (N, X) is doubly incompressible then.) Then for any constant K, the subset of AH(N) consisting of the hyperbolic structures with respect to which the total geodesic length of X is at most K is compact. (The geodesic length of a closed curve representing a parabolic element is defined to be 0.)
Let y,,..., y m be a system of simple closed curves on fi r /r as is given in Theorem 5.1. We can assume that the simple closed curves are contained in dM 0 . Let 1^ be the union of core curves of annulus components of FrM 0 = 3M 0 -Q r /r, and let Y be y, U • • • U y m U Y o . Since each core curve of an annulus component of FrM 0 represents a primitive parabolic class and none of y,,..., y m are freely homotopic to a closed curve representing a parabolic class, the assumption on y,,..., y m in Theorem 5.1 implies that the components of Y satisfy the assumption of Proposition 4.1. Therefore we can extend it to a collection of simple closed curves satisfying the conclusion of Proposition 4.1, whose union we shall denote by Z. Now suppose that there is some component y of Z which is not primitive. Since every component of Y is primitive, such a component y is contained in Z -Y. In particular, such a y must represent a loxodromic class.
Then by Corollary 3.2, there exists a properly embedded essential annulus A in M both of whose boundary components are parallel to y on dM = ft r /r. If two annuli corresponding to different components of Z as above intersect, then the intersection can be assumed to consist of simple closed curves bounding discs on the annuli since none of the components of Z are null-homotopic in M and no two distinct components of Z are homotopic in M. Thus by the cut-and-paste technique we can further assume that two annuli corresponding to distinct components of Z are disjoint. Moreover we can isotope such an annulus so that it is contained in M o . Let II be the union of nonparallel disjoint essential annuli corresponding to non-primitive simple closed curves on the boundary as above. By Proof. Let T be either an embedded essential torus or a properly embedded essential annulus both of whose boundary components are in dP. It follows immediately from the definition of pared manifold that it suffices to prove that such a torus or an annulus is homotopic into P. We can see that T and the closure of a component of FrM 0 bound a submanifold V homeomorphic to T x J in M o because (M o> FrM 0 ) is a pared manifold. It is easy to see that VC\N gives rise to a homotopy from T into P, which preserves the boundary when T is an annulus. This is a contradiction.
Lemma 5.4. The pair (N, X) above is doubly incompressible unless N is a handle body of genus 2.
Proof. We have to prove three conditions, that there is no embedded essential annulus whose boundary components are contained in 3JV -X, that any compression disc for dN intersects X at least in three points, and that every simple closed curve on 3N -X represents a generator of a maximal abelian group of 7t,(N). Since N has no non-peripheral subgroup isomorphic to Z x Z, the third condition is automatically satisfied if the first condition holds because then any simple closed curve in dN -X is primitive by Lemma 3.1, and cannot by homotopic into a Z x Z-cusp since it represents either a loxodromic element or a Z-cusp. Hence we have only to verify the first and second conditions. First let A be an embedded essential annulus in dN -X whose boundary components we denote by a and b. Since every component of 3M 0 -Z is homeomorphic to a thrice-punctured sphere, so is every component of dN -X. Hence a and b are homotopic to components a and ft of X respectively in BN. No two components of X are homotopic in N because of the following reasons. First, no two components of ZnJV are homotopic in N by the construction of Z. Secondly, no two cores of distinct components of II are homotopic by Lemma 5.3. Finally, no component of Z n N can be homotopic to a core of a component of II since the former represents a loxodromic element while the latter represents a parabolic element. Thus we have a = /}. This means that there is an essential annulus in N c M o whose boundary is parallel to a, hence a is not primitive by Lemma 3.1. By the construction of JV, all the components of N n Z are primitive. It follows that a c X -Z. By the definition of N and X, there is a component B of II whose boundary components are homotopic to a and which is an annulus on dN. We can assume that dA = dB by isotoping A in N. Let C be an annulus on 3M 0 whose boundary is equal to dA. Since N is atoroidal, A U C bounds a solid torus V which contains B. Then B must be homotopic to either A or C in V relatively to the boundary. Because B is essential in Af 0 , it cannot be homotopic to C, hence must be homotopic to A. It follows that A is inessential in N, a contradiction.
Secondly suppose that there exists a compression disc D which intersects X at less than three points. Since every component of dN -X is homeomorphic to a thricepunctured sphere and no component of X is null-homotopic in N, the disc D must intersect X. First consider the case when D intersects X at one point. Let y be the component of X which intersects D. Let Pi be a component of dN -X whose closure contains y. If there are two such components, then 3D must intersect X at least twice. Hence P, is the unique component whose closure contains y and the closure of P, is a torus with a hole which contains 3D. Now let /? be 3P,, which is the only component of FrP, other than y. Then after fixing a base point on 3D n y, the loop obtained from P by connecting to the base point appropriately is homotopic to y [BD] y~][BD]~\ hence must be contractible in JV. This contradicts the fact the no components of X are nullhomotopic in N.
Next consider the case when D intersects X at two points. By the argument in the last paragraph, we can assume that 3D is contained in the closure of the union of two components Pi, P 2 of dN -X. Let P be the closure of P,UP 2 . There are five possibilities: the first is that P is a sphere with four holes and 3D intersects twice a component y of X which separates P into two spheres with three holes; the second is that P is a torus with two holes and 3D intersects two components y, 5 of X both of which are contained in P and whose union separates P into two spheres with three holes; the third is that P is a torus with two holes and D intersects twice a component y of X, which is P x D P 2 , one of the closures of P,, P 2 is a torus with a hole, and the other is a sphere with three holes; the fourth is that P and the configuration of 3D and y are the same as in the third case, but both closures of P,, P 2 are spheres with three holes, and some component of FrP, is also a component of FrP 2 ; and the fifth is that P is a closed surface of genus 2. (See Figures.) In the fifth case, by compressing P along D, we get a torus T. This torus T must be compressible since N is atoroidal, which implies that T bounds a solid torus. It follows that P bounds a handle body of genus 2. By the same argument we can see that M is also a handle body of genus 2 because dM is a compressible closed surface of genus 2. This is the excluded case in our assumption. In the four cases from the first to the fourth, it follows that there must be two components of Fr(P, with respect to g, are equal to l/(2ni). We take the annulus neighbourhoods A(y x ),..., A(y m ) so that any component of Z other than y x , • --,y m is disjoint from KJA(yj), and we can assume that the geodesic length of y k for k > m with respect to g, is equal to that with respect to the hyperbolic metric compatible with the original conformal structure on n r / F . Refer to Maskit [15] for further details to see how to construct such a quasi-conformal deformation.
As is shown in Bers [3] , there is a map q : T(fi r /F) -*• QH 0 (T) such that for g 6 T(Q r /F), the quasi-conformal deformation q(g) of F is obtained by extending a Beltrami differential on Q r defined by g to one on the entire S 2 by setting the value on A r to be 0. By Sullivan [29] , it is known that any automorphic Beltrami differential supported on A r is trivial almost everywhere. This means that the map q above is a surjection. Let (F,, </>,) be q(g t ). Then we have length,^,-^.^])) < 1/i by Corollary 2 in Maskit [15] . On the other hand, for any component 5 in Z -u£L,y / , we have the equation lengthy ( [5] ) = length nr/r (5) where the lengthen means the hyperbolic length with respect to the hyperbolic metric compatible with the conformal structure on Q r /F. By Corollary 3 in Maskit [16] , the extremal length of 3 with respect to g, is bounded as i -*• oo, which implies {length H 3 /r( (0,(<5))} is bounded again by Corollary 2 in [15] . Now take a base-point in N, regard F as n x (M), and let P be a subgroup of F which corresponds to n x (N) in n x (M) = F. Let P, be #,(P) and <j>\ the restriction of <j> t to P . The isomorphisms 4>\ determine homotopy equivalences <j> l ,: N ->• H 3 /H-Hence (P,, ${) can be regarded as an element of AH(N). Then we can prove the following lemma. , and (t>) be ^JF 1 . We shall prove that the fact that {(F;, #)} converges algebraically, proved in Lemma 5.5, implies that so does {(F,!,^1)}. We can take conjugates of the representations (f>\ so that {$} converges as a sequence of representations. Let T be the boundary of V, which is a torus. Then 71,(7) is generated by two elements a, /? one of which, say a, is represented by a core curve of an annulus in II along which V is cut off from M o . Then the boundary of a meridonal disc of V is homotopic to a?ft 9 , for integers p, q with q ^ 0 because a core curve of an annulus in II cannot be the boundary of a meridonal disc. Since a' is contained in TI,(JV), SO is /?*. Therefore (faffi) converges as i -*• oo, which implies that so does </>,Q3). Hence {(<l>i\ n \(Ni)) -4>\) a l s o converges as a sequence of representations. By the same argument as above, we can prove that for a submanifold M 2 obtained by pasting to TV, another solid torus which was cut off from M o , the sequence {(j> i \n 1 (N 2 )} converges. Repeating this in finite steps, we can prove that {(F,-, </>, )} itself converges algebraically to a Kleinian group (G, \j/) e AH(T).
As Let y f be the inverse image of y s in Q r , and let A{y^) be that of the annulus neighbourhood A(yj). Since the quasi-conformal homeomorphism which we constructed to deform the conformal structure on Q r / r to g t is conformal outside U.4(fy), there is a quasi-conformal homeomorphism (o t : S 2 -*• S 2 which is conformal in fi r -\JA{y t ) such h 1 / ( ) f F L P b f ft/r L P that co.yojr 1 = </>, (y) for any y e F. Let P be a component of ft r /r -Uy,. Let P be a component of the inverse image of P in fi r , and let T p be the stabilizer of P in F. Then there is a component P of il r -Ui4(y ; ) contained in P which is also stabilized by F f since Uj/4(fy) is a F-invariant neighbourhood of U^y,. Note that <o, is conformal on P. By results in Section 4 in Maskit [15] t n e convex core of (H 3 /F) o . The surface S corresponds to a component Z in Q r /F and there is an embedding i : S -*• Z which is a homotopy equivalence. (We can take the inverse of the "nearest point reaction". See Morgan [21] .) Let y,,...,y p be disjoint simple closed curves on S corresponding by i to the simple closed curves among y,,..., y m which are contained in E. Then we can homotope ip first so that iKy,), •• •. <Ky, >) a r e core curves of 9(H 3 /G) 0 , and next so that i^(S -UJL,^) is a homeomorphism onto a frontier component of the convex core of (H 3 /G) o preserving ^|y,,..., ^/\y r by the fact proved in the last paragraph. This implies that the convex cores of (H 3 /F) o and of (H 3 /G) o are homeomorphic by a homeomorphism homotopic to i / > by Waldhausen's theorem in [35] , that G is also geometrically finite, and that [iKyi)]* •
